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The DoD is at a critical juncture in developing modernized capabilities in 
response to our country’s greatest threats. To keep pace with our 
adversaries and technology, it’s imperative to actively recruit, hire, and 
retain talent and train current workforce. Organic expertise enables the 
DoD to be a partner with industry to build technically sound solutions, 
provide user value, and ensure efficient use of funds. 
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Deliver combat capability that can 
sense and respond to conflict in 
any domain, anytime, anywhere.

KESSEL RUN VISION
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Continuously deliver war-winning 
software that Warfighters love.

KESSEL RUN MISSION
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What Kessel Run found from hiring 120 candidates:

In order to recruit, hire, and retain 
top talent, it is a strategic 
imperative to fully reform the hiring 
and personnel system. 



What we found
● Outsource talent to third party contractors 

leading to leading to 94 percent of federal IT 

projects being either over budget or behind 

schedule. 40 percent of those projects 

“never end up seeing the light of day; they 

are completely scrapped or abandoned.”

● Current federal hiring manager culture is 

built around hiring individuals that will work 

for the U.S. Government until they retire

● Averse to using DHA or EHA because seen 

as “not competitive” or “fair” enough

● 200+ day hiring timeline and poor metric 

tracking

● Poor compensation standards and degree 

requirements

● Acquisition training not valuable to SW 

Engineering organizations



Where do we go from here:

Theme 1: Prioritize people and 
culture and the results will come

Theme 2: Focus on reforming the 
AF hiring and personnel system



1. Build an organization of trust and put hiring and promotion authority at the 
lowest level of decision-making

2. Automate personnel processing with commercially-available business tools.
3. Track real hiring metrics that matter
4. Develop a Software Career Track for military and civilian personnel.
5. Make it easier to promote top talent internally (and compensate them for it)
6. Be less risk-averse up front and be willing to terminate personnel within 

probationary periods
7. Build meaningful recruitment campaigns that attract top talent
8. Redefine training requirements for a digital workforce
9. Appoint a Chief Talent Officer for the Air Force

9 Key Recommendations



Build an organization of trust 
and put hiring and promotion 
authority at the lowest level 
of decision-making

RECOMMENDATION ONE



Automate personnel 
processing with 
commercially-available 
business tools

RECOMMENDATION TWO



Track real hiring 
metrics that matter

RECOMMENDATION THREE



Develop a Software Career 
Track for military and civilian 
personnel

RECOMMENDATION FOUR



Make it easier to promote 
top talent internally (and 
compensate them for it)

RECOMMENDATION FIVE



Be less risk-averse up front 
and be willing to terminate 
personnel within 
probationary periods

RECOMMENDATION SIX



Build meaningful 
recruitment campaigns 
that attract top talent

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN



Redefine training 
requirements for a digital 
workforce

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT



What is the Defense Acquisition 
System? 

Well...it looks a lot like this...for the 
vast majority of DoD programs...





...but you can insert agility 
into the traditional waterfall 
process of DoD acquisition
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JCIDS

PPB&EDAS

● Growth boards 
● Automated testing 
● Continuous Authority to 

Operate 
● Focus on value, not just 

checking off a box

• Estimate Dev Capacity req’d
• Size platform needs
• PPB&E on Product Teams & 

Platforms
• Funding in increments

• FAR Part 13 for any contracted 
support

• Production OT for cloud 
platform

• Modular contracting for 
Toolchains / COTS

Mitigate risk through metered funding
Allocate funding via growth boards

Growth boards hold product teams accountable for 
achieving JCIDS defined impacts

• Automated DT/OT
• Continuous, incremental manual 

OT as needed (UAT)
• Recurring post-deployment test 

events
• Automated Security/ATO
• Automated Fielding

Agility within Acquisitions



Contract Agility Playbook
● Modular contracting - breaks up large, complex procurements into multiple 

tightly-scoped projects to implement technology systems in successive, 

interoperable increments (FAR Part 39)

○ Shorter periods of performance, smaller dollar amounts

○ More contracts isn’t a bad thing

● Continual market research

● Simplified acquisitions - FAR Parts 8, 12, 13

● Time & Materials for SW Dev teams 

● Streamlined evaluations - Oral presentations, paired programming 

assessments 

● Non FAR-based contracting - Other Transaction Agreements, Prize 

Competitions, Grants

● Commercial tools - why build something when you can buy it?



Appoint a 
Chief Talent Officer 
for the Air Force

RECOMMENDATION NINE



Thanks.



Join the Alliance!
https://kesselrun.af.mil

Code. Deploy. Win.


